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HVAC ductwork manufacturer and contractor Senior Hargreaves (http://www.hargreaves-ductwork.co.uk/) has
opened a new project office at Calleva Park in Reading. Headed up by business development manager Gary
Parslow the new facility will house project management and other technical support staff for rapid
response to client needs. This means even better local service for architects, building services
specifiers and construction clients in the South of England.
Hargreaves CEO, Tim Hopkinson commented, “We are extremely pleased to open our southern project office
at Calleva Park. With the support of Gary and his team we will be able to ensure present and new clients
benefit from the effective and proactive service that is synonymous with Hargreaves. Having sound
ventilation experience close at hand will support our drive for customer focus in the Aldermaston area
and throughout the southern region.”
One of the most experienced ventilation contractors in the UK, Senior Hargreaves is an innovator in HVAC
applications (http://www.hargreaves-ductwork.co.uk/). Areas of expertise include industrial
installations for the nuclear industry, power stations and transport infrastructure.
Manufacture in stainless steel is a company speciality. Most famously, Hargreaves supplied the external
polished ductwork that is such a prominent feature of Richard Rogers iconic Lloyds Building. This
outstanding building received a Grade One listing in 2011 – a significant achievement. More commonly
Hargreaves stainless steel ductwork is employed industrially where endurance make it an attractive option
for clients seeking to minimise long term life time costs.
Senior Hargreaves has particular expertise in heat and smoke ventilation, producing a family of tested
and approved fire rated ductwork for the capture, containment and ejection of smoke and products of
combustion from buildings. Applications for this commonly arise in car parks, commercial kitchens and
other areas where the risks of fire are severe.
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